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Architei:ture designed through critical regionalism strengthens ;i region's existing cullures. 

Critical Regionalism is described as taking diflerent elements from a region and using these elements in a distinct manner, 

which causes people to reflect and make value judgements about a particular region's culture, environment, and historv' C ullure is a 

dialectical expression. This expression self-consciously seeks to deconstruct universal modernism by images and values, 'Ahile at the 

same time mixing theso elements with examples obtained from foreign sources With this, we can promote and stren^lhen regional 

culture and deconstruct the global community or the way ever>'thing is done nowadays This will endeavor to cultivate a 

contemporary place-oriented culture without becoming inappropriately complicated.' 

The facility that 1 have chosen is a Performing Arts Center. This performance center will consist of 3 performance areas A 

Thrust Theater for 600 people, an Intermediate Theater which will hold 1000 people, and a Grand Theater which will hold 1500 

people. Each theater will be designed for different performance types. The context that \ have selected is San Antonio, TX This 

facility will be designed to accommodate the performing arts from dance to theater to music The image communicated through the 

facility is that the building is strictly for the city of San Antonio, though its content will be all-inclusive What I mean by all-inclusive 

is that all cultures and their art will feel welcome and belonging 1 fee! that San Antonio is a city that is both rich in culture and 

history and also an area with distinct elements that give the place a unique identity. 

Fmmptcm. Kcnnciti. Towards a Cniicul Recionjlisin Pon To>M̂ sctid Buy Press. 398.1 
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Theory 

Critical regionalism is a theory of taking the elements 

associated with a local regional vernacular, and evaluating 

these elements for their relevance to the current needs. It has 

been applied in areas with strong regional lie5. T believe that 

critical regionalism will help strengthen communities both 

physically and psychologically. Tzonis Lefaivre once said thai, 

^The driving force behind critical regionalism is that it retains 

cultural identity while progressing architecturally.''' A person 

could look at critical regionalism as the compromise between 

precedent and architectural progress This theory has the efTect 

of creating a piece of architecture solely for the region which 

people from the surrounding region can relate to 

' Tzonis. Alexander. "Why critical rcgioiulism lodas.'̂  Archiicclurc and 
Urtxiiiisni May lyX". 

Theory Iwues 

Include all or exclude some cullures 

Crhical Regionalism is established on several diflerent criteria 

One of which is culture The word ^foreign" in today s cities 

is becoming more and more a part of the everyday life of the 

so-called natives Conversely, for immigrants the strange or 

foreign elements in the society form the inalterable framework 

for a life in a new context what is foreign and strange becomes 

progressively part of the context of their new lives 

The overall goal here is to create a movement based on 

today^s multi-cultural society or a mosaic of various ethnic 

groups placed directly along each other An architecture of 

diversity. "The mosaic-like placing together of groups of 

buildings and districts whh the direct (folklore) quotation of 

formal elements from the countries of origin of the immigrants 

is the result of multiculturalism which can be justified as 



mclusive.''^ The Institut du Monde Arabe in Paris by Jean 

Nouvel represents this architecture of diversity. It is 

particularly clear in the design of the south facade. This fa9ade 

is a perfect example of dual allegiance. It reinterprets 

geometric figures commonly used in Arab culture in the 

contemporary form. The fine-meshed perforated wall familiar 

from Arabian places, religious buildings and the resuhing 

filtering of the light were Nouvel's starting points. Through 

the combination of European modernity and archetypical 

elements of Arabian architecture this building represents an 

attitude of integration and self-confident participation of both 

cuhures, in traditional Arab culture and contemporary French 

culture. 

PDR: Therefore the alteraative here is the inclusioD of all 

cultures using different forms, materials and color 

to create a multicultural community. 

Institute du Monde (South Facade) 
^Nouvel Jean. Nouvel. London: Univ. Washington Press J 985 



The issue of cuhure raises many other interesting issues. An 

issue that rises is; 

ISSUE: Does diversity" create a stylistic identity? If so, is 

this stylistic identity possible with several elements 

integrating from different cultures? 

The goal in this case is to create architecture which people can 

relate to. Create a suitable place for opportunities for different 

cultures to interact and feel comfortable and at the same time 

removing the feeling of strangeness. Here the design comes 

from its surroundings and site characteristics. The designs can 

be metaphors, intentional reproduction of characteristics. The 

use of materials, colors will make this identity possible which 

will make people feel comfortable. Forms of buildings will 

also give identity and reflect on the different culture of the 

region. "Certainly identity is the resuh of a personal balancing 

act. It requires many pomts to make clear in a spatial sense. 

This means natural characteristics will be very unportant, for 

example the use of forms and color."^ 

This identity can be seen in Ricardo Leggorreta's IBM 

Regional Headquarters design. Here he used forms and colors 

derived from Spanish (Mexican) elements. He creates a 

southwest style on a site in Texas yet retaining the natural 

characteristics of the Texas Prakie it was built on. 

IBM Regional Headquarters. Ricardo Leggorreta 

^ Tzonis, Alexander. Why critical reEJonalism today? ,Arch and Urbaniim 
May 1990 



PDR: Therefore, create a building thai will allow people to 

feel comfortable and at borne through the u»e of 

form, color and materials by: 

• Using color in public spaces. 

• High ceilings in public spaces. 

• Paintings of murals representing ditl. Cultures. 

ISSUE: Creating a sense of spirit. 

Cultural heritage creates a spirit that brings with it emotional 

feelmgs of pride and inspiration. Once cultural heritage has 

been established, ii acquires the capacity to fulfill certam 

human needs of safety, interaction, group association, and 

slrengthenmg relations. From its earliest presence, man has 

used architecture to express the quality of life and the cuhural 

spirit of its communities. Architecture has stimulated emotions 

which articulate form, space and order. It also creates moods 

that are sensed by humans. 

PDR: Therefore, through form, space and order, we can 

design (o symbolize **spirit" as the celebration of life 

and give a sense of life to the audience through the 

use of free forms and open plans. 

10 
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Context 

BEXAR COUNTY 

The context that I have selected is San Antonio, TX. San 

Antonio is located in South Central Texas and Bexar County. 

The city occupies 305 square miles. The city is situated near 

the Edwards Plateau that is created by the Hill Country to the 

northwest and the flat lands of the Coastal Plains to the 

southeast San Antonio's economy is based on tourism, 

government employment, trade, and agriculture. San Antonio 

is the O'^largest city in the United States, whh a corporate city 

population of over 900,000 people. It is also one of the 10 

fastest growing cities in America Although San Antonio's 

population is largely Hispanic, it is very diverse in cuhure 

Among the races are White Anglos, Blacks, Germans, and 

Asians. 

Because of its location on the northwestern edge of the Gulf 

Coastal Plains and the base of the Hill Countr>', San Antonio 

has a modified subtropical climate. San Antonio's climate is 

characterized by moderately cool winters and hot-arid 

summers. Annua! rainfall is 29.54 inches Average wind 

velocity is 9.4 mph, with the seasonal wind direction for spring 

and summer months coming from the southeast, shifting to the 

southwest in the fall and winter.^ 

ÂTiÂ. saiianlonioCT bxom 

^ Willlanis. Jack. Weather .Mmaiiac 7"'cd NC\A York. NY Vinuigc 
BooksJnc iyy4 
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The location that I have selected for the home of this project is 

in the downtown vicinity of the San Antonio It is located on a 

piece of land located directly next to the Hemisphere Plaza, 

The suiTOunding context is mostly for commercial use. 

Directly next to the site is the San Antonio Convention Center. 

. 1 1 

^- ' ' \\ 
M^ 

i - ^ 

, ^ ^ < " • ^ 1 . 

liuift Context Issues 

Building should relate architecturally to its surrounding 

built context and should not compete for dominance 

The building should rely on the built forms or abstractions 

available in its surrounding buih context. The surrounding 

context should be analyzed and used to create a cullural and 

vernacular tie This will weave the building into the fabric of 

the city. 

PDR: Therefore, the use of materials, forms, and historical 

sites, built should be analyzed carefully and 

incorporated into the design. 

Natural Context Issues 

The building is to respond to the environment in terms of 

heating and cooling the interior. 

...... - ^ w,-
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The building should contain passive systems for heating and 

cooling such as thermal massing, solar-oriented windows and 

walls. In addition, the building should employ operable fresh 

air vents whh the addition of energy-efficient fans to allow the 

flow of cool air through the space The building should also 

have active systems that are also friendly to the environment. 

Some systems that would be useRil to consider are evaporative 

coolers, chilled water systems, heat pumps and geothermal 

heating and cooling. Other systems to consider are 

photovoltaic cells and wind generators for the electrical loads 

that will be encountered. 

PDR: Therefore, the building should contain both passive 

and active systems for heating and cooling by using: 

• Evaporative coolers and chilled water systems. 

• Heat pumps and geothermal heating and cooling 

• Low E glass on windows and photovoltaic cells. 

ISSUE: Climate Response 

Being in a very hot and humid climate can be unbearable This 

is why this is one of the major issues I feel should be taken into 

consideration The building should be limited in the amount of 

southwest facing glass as possible, if there is any, low E glass 

should be used to reduce the amount of heat transfer This will 

not only reduce the amount of heat or coolness, but will also 

cut heating and cooling cost. 

PDRx Therefore, the building southwest side should be 

limited with the amount of glazing used. If any 

glazing is used, low £ glass should be used to 

reduce heat or coolness and decrease heating and 

cooling cost. 

• Also, allowing free air movement through areas 

of shade will help alleviate the hot-humid 

climate. 

14 



• Provide overhangs that utilize the proper sun angles to 

create shaded areas. 

• Finally, provide tree landseapings fo create patterns of 

shade and shadow for the open terraces and courtyards. 

Psychological Context Issues 

The psychological context should atTect the creativity and 

self-expression of the performers and its viewers. 

The psychological environment in this context is a result of a 

social environment meshed with a festive atmosphere. To 

facilitate the psychological environment or the Performing arts 

center, it will be necessary to create psychological zones for 

the different social interactions. Through the design of these 

psychological zones, we can create desh-able social and festive 

climates to achieve a positive psychological environment, 

PDR: Therefore, courtyards, balconies, foyers, lobbies, 

and terraces should be added throughout the 

design to create these psychological zones or 

spaces for social interaction and relaxation. 

Cultural Context Issues 

All cultures of the Sao Antonio area should feel welcome 

and invited. 

Makmg a person feel welcome and inviting is what architecture 

is about. The citv of San Antonio is a very diverse. This is 

why this facility is for the people of San Antonio and its 

\isitors and should be warm and inviting to all cultures. 

15 
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PDR: Therefore, I will use color to accent culture, 

forms taken from architecture of different cultures 

and use materials used in different cultures. 

ISSUE: Facility should bring out the festive environment 

that San Antonio TX is known for. 

San Antonio literally celebrates its culture with traditional 

entertainment. This festive environment brings out the 

different cultures that make up the population of this city. 

These festive celebrations are important part of the city's 

cuhure, 

PDR: Therefore, through the colorful use of 

interchangeable awnings, banners, and 

landscaping, create an atmosphere that is 

adaptable to the festive activities for the expression 

of various cultures. 

16 
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Facility 

A performance hall's first requu-cment is to foster the 

relationship between performer and its audience. This 

relationship depends upon quite precise factors. Although 

visibility is important, acoustics are even more so. The aim of 

any show in a performance hall is to unite an audience. 

Individuals enter a place and. providing the show works and 

relationship is established, the public becomes one. This is the 

very basis of the performance experience: the desire to become 

one with others, and for a second, to hear what hs like to 

belong to a single human body. 

IS 



Facility Issues 

Facility should stimulate Artistes creative expression 

The facility should not only provide for the needs of the 

audience, it should stimulate artistic creativity to performers. 

In order to this, it is important to analyze the different 

performances and characteristics of each Every performance 

brings out feelings and emotions to the audience The 

architecture should do the same thing. This can be 

accomplished by creating drama in shapes and free forms. 

Color and lighting will also help enhance this expression. This 

will create a better performance hall because it is augmented by 

its architectural space. 

PDR: Therefore, design using free forms and shapes to 

help set the environment for any type of 

performance. 

• Color and lighting should be used throughout to 

help intensify this expression 

ISSUE: Facility should promote learning 

The facility should be a learning tool for its visitors. It should 

represent the different cultures in San Antonio. People should 

be able to look at the building and see different aspects about 

other cultures through hs content. 

PDRi Therefore, the facility should be designed with 

different architectural elements taken from 

dominating cultures such as Hispanic, W^hite, 

Black, German, and Asian of the city of San 

Antonio. 

ISSUE: Seating/Sightlines 

It is very important to estabhsh visual limits that are acceptable 

for various types of performances Having decided how much 

of the stage and the back and sides of the acting area must be 

19 



seen by every member of the audience, it is possible to 

construct a geometrical volume within which all the sightlines 

must be contained The angle of seating should be placed in 

such a way the patrons cone of vision (normally 60 degrees) 

will not be impeded. This provision should be applicable from 

any seat in the house 

ICQ nvnf* in 
y . 

Baiic tUmenaions for 
plotting floor slope. 

---crrt i fa rHue 

li^ecBl'Oa *•" •-L'^a 

rron Ihir t a : ^ DI D b Niuri»l On 
< Dhdjld H mHiD f LU Eflfl « 
eelewur IL^rdng On A r^1lrLi'-i 
M l ie Daf H tf ihe Bcung A'ea 

i l iB p'Dncih~iL.rT f 

P/J/f; Therefore, all spectator seating should be placed in 

accordance with the 60-degree angle cone of vision to 

assure that all viewers get the best possible view the 

performance. 

^ Hain. Roderick. Theaters- Plamiing Guidiiiicc for dcsum uiid Adaptahon, 
Nc\\ York, NY 1972 
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ISSUE: Circulation in theaters. 

Circulation is an important issue in the design of a theater. The 

circulation system should provide easy, direct routes to the 

patron ̂ s seat. Center aisles should be designed in a radical 

fashion to avoid the wasting of the most desirable seating, as in 

the case with center placement For (he larger theaters, 

crossover aisles should be provided for cross traffic, and 

standing room for those waiting to be seated. As crossovers 

may have to carry traffic from several aisles, the crossover's 

width must be the combined width of the aisles it serves Tf an 

emergency arises and the premises have to be evacuated, much 

depends upon the layout and circulation At least two exits 

should be provided from each tier or floor, and they should be 

independent and remote from one another These exits should 

be related to the normal circulation of the public. 

PDR: Therefore circulation paths should be open and 

clear to people from any area of the facility, 

ISStJE: Acoustics for theaters; different performances. 

The acoustics of a theater or auditorium will affect every 

production in it. A theater has to be protected from all external 

noise and must have mechanical plant designed so that the total 

background noise level does not exceed certain criteria The 

acoustic characteristics of a space, in simplified terms, are 

dependent upon the behavior of sound rellections and on the 

rime period of reverberation The period of reverberation must 

be short for clarity of speech: it is usually preferred longer for 

music, and longer still for choral singing. In concerts 

reverberation is the most important issue There must be an 

adequate amount of reverb erari on for the best possible sound 

'̂ Design of reflecting and absorbing surfaces can assist 

21 



acoustics, but there is a limit to the size of a space in which 

sufficient clarity of unaided speech can be maintained.̂ ^ 

PDR: Therefore, the acoustics in the theater will be 

controlled through curved and concave surfaces and 

through the use of materials, those with reflective 

and absorptive surfaces and sound reflectors* 

22 



Relation of activity to spaces 

Theater 

Stage 

Orchestra Pit 

Backstage 

Fly gallery 

Rehearsal Hall 

Stage Dir Control Rm. 

Storage Room 

Trap Room 

Box Room 

Dressing room 

Musicians Room 

Intermission Lounge 

Entrance Lobby 

Performing, viewing, applauding, listening, learning, relaxing, sitring 

Performing, rehearsing, listening, dancing, playing music, watching 

Performing, rehearsing, listening, playing music 

Dressing, rehearsing, building, cleaning, relaxing, setting up, receiving, sitting, storing, waiting, 

conversing 

Building, listening, receiving, storing, waiting, conversing, watching 

Rehearsing, talking, singing, playing, performing, applauding, acting, watching, reading 

Filing, administrating, conversing, sitting, reading, waiting, watching 

Lifting, packing, shipping, receiving 

Lifting, rehearsing, waiting. 

Filing, lifting, storing 

Dressing, relaxing, sitting, resting, standing, conversing 

practicing, resring. sitting, conversing, relaxing 

Eating, drinking, relaxing, conversing, reading, sitting, waiting 

Meeting, conversing, relaxing, standing 

23 



Box Office 

Coat Room 

Administrative offices 

Secretary/recept i oni st 

Conference Rooms 

Restrooms 

Maintenance room 

Workshop 

Locker Rooms 

Loading Dock 

Welcoming, selling, buying, talking 

Storing 

Administrating, meeting, conversing, filing, typing, writing 

Typing, answer phones, conversing, writing, filing, sitting 

Talking, listening, sitting, reading 

Hygiene, washing, resting, conversing 

Cleaning, storing 

Sawing, building, painring 

changing, showering, relaxing, cleaning, conversing, dressing 

Shipping, receiving 

24 



Analysis of Spaces 

Theaters 

• Thntst Theafer" 

The Thrust Theater is a theater in which the stage extends into 

the audience. Its extended stage provides the necessary feeling 

of intimacy that is an inherent need to the type of performances 

to be performed in this theater. Through attentive design, this 

type of theater should provide optimum conditions for the 

performances of musical soloists, nightclub acts, lectures, 

banquets, melodramas, and the smaller theatrical productions 

of drama and comedy. Whh its three-sided stage, this type of 

theater provides maximum accommodations for visual acuity. 

The stage arrangement provides the maximum number of seats 

closer to the performance than mosl other stage arrangements. 

This type of theater requires the addressing of some specific 

issues to ensure the intimate relationship between the 

performer and audience. Such issues are 

• Theater fioor should be tiered to provide space for 

tables and chairs when the theater is used as a 

dinner theater 

• The stage should be spacious enough to 

accommodate up to 30 performers that could 

occupy the stage during theatrical presentation, 

• Should be designed for use without balcony or box 

seating, as this type of seating arrangement would 

detract from the overall effect desired for the 

atmosphere and mood. 

• The theater should provide easy access to the public 

toilets. 

Breton. Gaelic, Theaters. NY, NY. FtiiicciouAreh. Press. 19S9 

25 



'I* I/itermcd/iite iheater 

This intermediate theater is an apron theater that serves as a 

midpoint between the thrust stage and the proscenium stage 

The apron stage should extend 15 feet out form the proscenium 

walls and spans the distance of the proscenium opening. This 

type of theater design allows for the larger audiences common 

to the proscenium stage without totally sacrificing the benefits 

of visual acuity that is intrinsic to the thrust stage The use of 

an apron stage allows the performers to concentrate their 

actions to the whole audience simultaneously in one direction 

This theater affords oprimum conditions for performances of 

musical opera, concentrate their actions to the whole audience 

simultaneously in one direction. The intermediate theater 

affords optimum conditions for performances of musical, 

opera, concerts and especially medium to large drama 

productions The performances common to the intermediate 

theater will provide entenainmeni for audiences ranging from 

music lovers to the audience with a sutTicient cultural 

background to appreciate the conventionalized entertainment of 

drama, to the whole family for musical comedies during the 

holiday season. 

*> Grand Theater 

The grand theater is a proscenium theater, which is a classical 

style theater that was probably first used during the Greco-

Roman times. The proscenium stage has no foresiage, unless 

the orchestra pit is raised to the level of the stage This theater 

is typically the largest of all theaters, hs large stage provides 

the adequate space required for performances such as grand 

operas, symphonies and concerts, and larger drama 

productions As with the audience the stage and orchestra pit 

should accommodate the performance. It should provide space 

for a 100 performers and 40 musicians The stage will also 

26 



need to provide adequate space for an acoustical shell. This 

acoustical shell requires get mass to serve as the primary 

reflection of sound to the theater 

Stage 

The stage is defmed as the place where the perfonnance takes 

place Us size, shape, arrangement and equipment must 

logically develop from the nature of the performance 

Regardless of the type of performance, the stage provides the 

place and setting for the actions of the activhies. The activities 

may range from dancing, acfing, talking, seating, to standing 

Thus, it is important that the stage be adequately designed to 

provide qualities for the actions oi^ the performers. The size of 

the acting area is a direct function of the number of performers 

who use it, their costumes, and the nature of their performance. 

The stage should be designed to allow for, and adhere to the 

spatial needs of the activities. Activities such as: 

• Dance-requires 300-sq fr/person 

• Lectures and recitals—requires 4 sq ft /person 

The stage should adhere to specific physical features The 

fioor of the stage should not be raked. In the past, archhects 

have designed the stage to slope from front to back, to provide 

better sight lines and create a better sense of perspective. The 

stage should provide adequate trap space for special effects and 

level changes 

27 



Orchestra Pit 50 sq ft for standard pianos 

The orchestra pit is located between the acting area and the 

audience. It is from here that the conductor directs his 

orchestra through the music for the production. Through 

discrete side entrances, the conductor and his orchestra enter 

the pit and begin the production with the first rimpani role. 

The orchestra ph should be designed to be vertically adjustable 

to provide unobstructed sight lines for the patrons in the first 

rows. The floor level of the pit should also provide the 

conductor enough height to see the performers on stage; as the 

conductor controls the rhvthm and timing of the singers and 

performers. Space planning for he orchestra should follow 

The following crheria: 

• 15 sq. ft, permusician 

• 10 sq ft. for brass or stringed instruments 

• 20 sq, ft. for harps 

• 50 sq.ft forrimpanis 

• 100 sq, ft. for a grand piano 

Backstage 

The backstage area is the area which surrounds the acting area 

This area serves as a waiting and storage area, and should 

provide for the efficient management of the productions The 

backstage area of the theater should provide adequate space for 

the performers to stand and sit prior to going on stage The 

backstage should have space allocated for the storage of 150 

flats for the upcoming shows. The 2"x6^'xl8' flats should be 

28 



stored m a flat bay, which Is supplied by an open post and 

brace system. This area will also serve as the main assembling 

area for scenes prior to the performance The backstage should 

provide ample room on which to receive the flats and 

backcloths from the scene shop. Also, the backstage should be 

able to provide space for the cyclorama or a acoustical shell as 

needed for each performance. These sets should be placed a 

minimum of 5 feet from the back wall to allow for the 

circulation of stagehands and performers from one side wing to 

the other, without being seen by the audience. 

Fly Gallery 

The fly gallery is that portion of the backstage area used to 

move scenery into position The scenery can come in forms 

rangingfromtheboxset (20\30^J, toflats(6'xl8'), to 

backcloths (30\40^) The ability to move these large scenes 

into position quickly is an important part of the theater 

production Depending on which theater is in use. the gal!er\ 

will be used by 2 to 10 stagehands to work the scener\' As 

speed is the critical issue, the flying gallery must have 

sufficient height in which the stagehands may raise one scene 

above the other The scenes are raised and lowered by a 

system of pulleys, counterweights, tie lines, and hand breaks, 

which are controllable from the fly galleries The fly galleries 

are 4-foot wide catwalks, and are some 30 feet above the stage 

floor. The loading platform is a 3-foot wide catwalk used to 

load the counterweights for the scenes The platform is usually 

located 2.5 feet below the gridiron, and 10 feet below the roof 

structure of the gallery 

Rehearsal Hall 

Large ensembles needing to use this area will include 

symphonies, touring groups, actors, dancers, choirs, and the 

orchestra The rehearsal room must be at least the size of the 
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acting area of the stage, with a clear space of not less than 5 

feet all around, to provide standing space for the stage director, 

and actors not performing in a particular scene It should be 

possible to set out of the floor of this room the full shape of an> 

set that is going to be used on the stage, so that the cast bay 

rehearse under conditions similar to those in which will be 

playing. For dance rehearsals, the room should provide a 

hardwood floor The rehearsal room should be acoustically 

designed for singing, music, and symphonies. It is important 

that the acoustics of the rehearsal room should, as nearly as 

possible, duplicate the conditions prevailing on the stage when 

it is in use. Also, the rehearsal hall must have natural light and 

ventilation, if it is to be used And, the room should have 

access to an instrument storage room for orchestra or 

symphony use. 

Stage Director Control Room 

^This is the nerve center of the theater, as the stage director s 

responsible for the smooth running of the entire show " The 

director will provide the necessary telephonic and cue-light 

communications with the various working areas of the stage 

The room should be capable of being both sound and light 

proof, and at the same time allov^ing the greatest possible view 

of both the acting area and the wing space 

Storage Room 

The facilitv should be provided with adequate storage space for 

various functions that the center will facilitate Occasionally, 

the lobby and the intermission lounges will be utilized for 

exhibitions, lectures, meeting, and banquets, durmg the day. 

These fianctions often require extra seating, tables, and some 

hot and cold food pan units to serve food at banquets Thus, it 

would be labormg work to move the necessar> equipment form 

floor to floor, as needed for the individual function 

30 



"I rap Room 

The '^rap room" is the space located directly below the floor 

trapped area of the stage. Here, the performers may come from 

the dressing area or back stage area to await their cue to make 

their special entrance on stage. The trap room must have a 

perimeter larger than that of the trap area because the outside 

perimeter will provide a landing at the edge of the trap from 

which the perfonner may enter The trap room serves as a 

machinery room h must have a ceiling height that is high 

enough to accommodate the elevator lifters Generally, the trap 

room ceiling height is a ftmclion of the total height of the 

elevated portion For most productions, special effects and sets 

require a change in the floor level of no more than ten feet. 

Thus, the trap room's ceiling must be design to allow 1 5 times 

this maximum level height. 

Box Room 

The box room serves as a small storage area for theatrical 

trunks to the performers This room will usualK be locked and 

can only be unlocked by Ihe stage doorkeeper The bo'v room 

should have easy access to the dressing areas and the stage 

doorkeeper's rooms This room does not require ventilation 

but should be constructed of fire resistive materials to protect 

from fire. 

Dressing Rooms 

All dressing areas should provide separate but adjoining 

facilities to accommodate men and women performers The 

dressing room must provide î pace for the performers to change 

and hang their clothes The dressing room should also ser\ice 

an area for makeup. All dressing rooms will be provided vsith 

natural light, it is imperative that makeup be done solely by 

artificial light: to allow the performer the same type of 
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illumination as in the theater Also, performers should have 

direct access to showers, lavatories, and toilets. To accomplish 

these functions the performers dressing room should be design 

according to the following criteria 

• 2 linear feet of hanging rod space per person 

• 2 linear feet of shoe racks space per person 

• 2 5 linear feet of makeup table with mirror 

• 1 outlet for every two performers 

• 1 toilet, lavatory, and shower for every ten performers 

• easy access to stage 

wi^f^i^i-^' 
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Musicians Room 

This room serves as the preparation for the musicians Here 

the orchestra will come prior to the performance to change into 

their stâ ê attires, tune their instruments, and go over their 

music The space allocations should follow the performers 

dressing room criteria, with the following additions 

• Should be located near a pit for quick entrance 

• Allocate space for storage for instruments and cases 

• Should be provided with at least a four-foot wide door 

to allow for carrying instruments 

Intermission Lounge 

The intermission lounges should be planned as a fine open 

area Space in the indoor lounges must be designed for 

adaptability and cKhibitions at times when the audiences are 

not in the theaters. Most impoitantly, the intermission lounges 

must provide comfortable seating arrangements for members of 

the audience between acts Here, the audience should be 

provided a playful but intimate atmosphere for the casual 

mingling that occurs here The intermission lounges should 

have access to outside balconies, open terraces, or verandas for 

use during the summer, fall, and spring Access lo the lounge 

is from the lobby. 

Entrance Lobby 

It is here at the main entrance lobby that visitors receive their 

first impression The lobby should have areas to stand and sit 

Many visitors come early to the theater to wan and watch for 

friends and family. This area should be located near the box 

office, coatroom, elevators, and public restrooms for easy 

access. 

Box Office 

The box office provides visitors their first contact with the 

facility Here visitors bu\ tickets to any of the performances. 
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The box ofl'ice should have adequate number of windows to 

ensure a fast progression of visitors, as ticket lines can be long 

at times. The box office should be designed for flexibility. 

During the day the theater will usually be closed Thus, it 

should be capable of selling tickets outside the lobby. 

Coat Room 

The coatroom is the main cause of congestion in most theaters, 

and thus, should be located to avoid this unpleasant occurrence. 

Here, patrons bring their coats and other garments to store for 

their comfort during the performance The coatroom should 

have adequate counter space lo disperse visitors fast and 

efficiently. The facility should provide two coatrooms located 

apart from one another to provide maximum efficiency. By 

separating these room s congestion will be decreased and 

circulation will flow better. 

Administrative OlUces 

This is the area from which all business will be conducted 

concerning the facility I he public relations director, 

managing treasurer, and secretary are all included in these 

offices Management change rooms and conference rooms will 

need to be adjacent to these offices 

Restrooms 

Restrooms should have accommodations for one lavatory, one 

toilet, one urinal for every twenty occupants Visitors should 

not have to travel a long distance to the restrooms Restrooms 

will not only be used visitors, but will also be used by 

employees. 

Maintenance Room 

The maintenance rooms should be equipped with enough room 

for shelves. Tt should also be equipped with sinks for janitors 

to use in their daily duties. 
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Workshop 

This space is the principal area for the designing, building, 

painting, and general preparation of scenes and sets for the 

various productions The shop will be used by a scene 

designer, scene craflsman and apprentice The shop will 

require a large area to provide the necessary room for the 

spaces and activhies to be found in this area. Provisions for 

these activities should include spaces for a loading dock, scene 

designer's office, woodshop with working bench, metal shop, 

paint shop, flat storage, and an outside wash down area. 

Locker Rooms 

Locker rooms will be utilized by the employees or performers 

for changing of clothes, lounging, and bathroom facilities 

Employees should be supplied and entrance separate from the 

guests. This will allow employees to enter the locker room 

direct without crossing the patron Once inside the locker 

room, employees are free to change into their uniforms and 

relax. The locker rooms should be equipped with 20-inch deep 

storage lockers for articles of clothing, card tables, and 

comfoitable chairs to lounge in Finally, the locker rooms 

should allow for one toilet, lavatory, and urinal for every 10 

employees 

Loading Dock 

The shop requires a loading dock for receiving materials and 

movement of scenes to theater The dock will act aî  the 

principle receiving space for building materials, and scenes 

coming from the theaters for storage Also, the dock will serve 

as the loading area for scenes to be delivered to theaters for 

their next production The loading should have a. 

• 8 ft \ l2f l roll-updoorthat opens to the service 

entrance. 
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Dock should be 30 in. high and have a resilient bumper for 

vehicle protection 

The receiving area should be within the shop 
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Relationship of Spaces for Adjacency Si Separation 
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San Antonio Center for the Performing .Arts 

CHAPTER FOUR 
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Space Summary 

There will be three different space summaries since there will be three different theaters within the facility 

Space Net (Sq ft) Useable Gross Qty. # of occ. Sq,ft./occ. U of exits^ 

Thrust theater* 

Orchestra Pit 

Stage 

Projection Rm 

(Backstage) 

Green Room 

Storage 

Dressing Rm. 

Intermission Lounge 

Total 

3200 

300 

I 125 

200 

400 

600 

1500 

800 

8125 

3680 

345 

1293 

230 

460 

690 

1725 

920 

9343 

4416 

414 

1525 

276 

552 

828 

2070 

I 104 

11212 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

600 

20 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

10 

15 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

4 exits 

" 1997 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE 
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Space Nel(Sqa ) Useable Gross Qty. # of occ Sq.fl./occ ^ of exits 

Intermediate 

Theater* 

Orchestra Pit 

Stage 

Projection Rm. 

(Backstage) 

Green Rm 

Storage 

Dressing Room 

In term i s s io n L oun ge 

Total 

10000 

450 

2400 

200 

500 

800 

3000 

1200 

18550 

11500 

518 

2760 

230 

575 

920 

3450 

1380 

21332 

13800 

62 i 

3312 

276 

690 

1104 

4140 

1656 

25599 

1200 

30 

varies 

varies 

varies 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

varies 

vanes 

varies 

8 exits 
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space Net (Sq.ft.) Useable Gross Qiy^ # of occ. Sq.fl./occ. ^ of exits 

Grand Theater' 

Orchestra Pit 

Stage 

Projection Rm 

(Backstage) 

Green Rm. 

Storage 

Dressing Rm. 

Intermission Lounge 

Total 

15000 

6000 

4500 

300 

700 

1000 

5000 

1500 

28600 

17250 

690 

5175 

345 

805 

1150 

5750 

1725 

32890 

20700 

828 

6210 

414 

966 

1380 

6900 

2070 

39468 

2500 

40 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

vanes 

varies 

varies 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

vanes 

13 exits 
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Space Net (sq.ft ) Useable Gross Qtv, U of oec. Sq.fl./occ. ^ of exits 

Common Soaces 

Main Lobby 

Box Office 

Coat Room 

Rehearsal Hall 

Shop 

Studio/Costumes 

(Admin.) 

Facility Dir Off 

Assist Manager OtT. 

Secret ary/Recept 

Conference Rm 

Restrooms 

Mens 
Womens 

Total 

2000 

200 

800 

3000 

3000 

800 

200 

450 

200 

250 

300 
300 
11500 

2300 

230 

920 

3450 

3450 

920 

230 

518 

230 

288 

345 
345 
13225 

2760 

276 

1104 

4140 

4140 

1104 

276 

621 

276 

345 

414 
414 
15870 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

I 

1 

3 

1 

1 

3 
3 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

1 

3 

varies 

varies 

varies 
varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

vanes 

varies 

varies 

200 

150 

varies 

varies 

varies 
vanes 

2 exits 
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Space 
K^ ^ 

Buildinu Sunnort 

Loading Dock 

Maintenance 

General Storage 

Mechanical Rm. 

Total 

Overall 
Total 

Net (SQ ft ) 

200 

100 

1000 

2000 

3300 

70075 

Useable 

230 

115 

1150 

2300 

3795 

80586 

Gross 

276 

138 

1380 

2760 

4554 

96703 

Olv. 

1 

2 

1 

1 

# of occ. 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

Sq.ft./occ. 

\aries 

varies 

varies 

varies 

Total Exits 

t* of exits 

1 e\il 

28 exits 
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Conclusion: 

Choosing critical regionalism in San Antonio, Texas for my theory research was very Interesting and challenging One of the 

main things that 1 learned through my research is that San Antonio's cultures have a lot to offer architecturally. Yes, the dominating 

culture is Mexican culture and that is what everything is pretty much based on there, but designing this performing arts center and 

incorporating critical regionalism from these cultures helped me see the city of San Antonio from a totally different perspective 1 

have learned that there are several different culhires that add to the overall image of San Antonio The Gennan culmre and heritage 

have a lot to offer this city. The King Wilhams district is a district in downtown San Antonio which represents Gennan culture and 

heritage. These are two cultures that 1 decided to incorporate into the design of the Performing Arts Center. 

Oneoflhefirst issues that I came across when deciding on what the focus of the project and theory would be was creating a 

stylistic identity. My main goal was to create architecture which people can relate to, so I decided to keep the image of the building 

relate to contemporary Mexican Architecture. Here is where incorporating its surroundings and site characteristics come into play 1 

took several different elements found in the King Williams district and incorporated them into the design 1 found that the use of stone 

was very apparent in this area. Also, exposed structure for ornament was apparent. 1 also incorporated several different important 

elements from the surrounding region The use of color was also very imponant when trying to make this facility relate to 

contemporary Mexican Architecture. Through my research 1 found that contemporary German Architecture being designed today in 

Germany has color incorporated to its exterior, so 1 decided that adding color would fit in perfect with both cultures In choosing 

these colors, 1 did not want to select colors that would dominate or stand out, so 1 decided on softer earth-tones I selected a yellow-

brownish color and a brownish-orange color as my color sheme These colors I found were ver>' much used in both German and 

Mexican architecture and would match up perfectly to symbolize the celebration of both cultures 



Throughout the year, 1 learned that Architecture is a representation of a region's cultures Whether It be a culture that 

dominates over several smaller cultures, it should still reflect what cultures makes up the region 

In conclusion, 1 would like to thank first of all God forgiving me the strength and courage to make it through this Secondly, 1 

would like to thank my family and friends for all the love and support they have given me throughout the years Id also like to thank 

theentirefacuUy and staff at Texas Tech University and especially the College of Architecture for guiding me through what have 

mosl definitely been the toughest yet, best years of my life 
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